Introduction Introduction
In FMD control the need In FMD control the need to prove absence from to prove absence from disease and absence of viral circulation arises mainly disease and absence of viral circulation arises mainly when one has when one has 1.
To close an epidemic whether or not emergency
To close an epidemic whether or not emergency vaccination has been employed as a control tool vaccination has been employed as a control tool 2. 2. To assess whether mass vaccination can be To assess whether mass vaccination can be phased phased--out in the process of eradication out in the process of eradication
Introduction Introduction
Freedom from infection implies the absence of the Freedom from infection implies the absence of the pathogenic agent in the population pathogenic agent in the population Scientific methods cannot provide absolute certainty Scientific methods cannot provide absolute certainty of the absence of infection of the absence of infection
The assessment of freedom from infection or disease The assessment of freedom from infection or disease has a has a probabilistic probabilistic nature nature it involves providing sufficient evidence that the it involves providing sufficient evidence that the infection, if present in a population, is a very rare infection, if present in a population, is a very rare event
To demonstrate freedom from infection veterinary To demonstrate freedom from infection veterinary services have to search actively for any evidence of its services have to search actively for any evidence of its presence and exclude it presence and exclude it
The search for infection(s) is one of the main routine The search for infection(s) is one of the main routine tasks of the veterinary services and is performed using tasks of the veterinary services and is performed using a number of approaches and strategies a number of approaches and strategies The only difference between countries practicing and The only difference between countries practicing and not practicing vaccination is that not practicing vaccination is that in the absence of vaccination the presence of infected in the absence of vaccination the presence of infected animals will eventually lead to virus spread, which makes animals will eventually lead to virus spread, which makes virtually impossible not to detect the presence of the virtually impossible not to detect the presence of the infection infection in massively vaccinated populations the presence of a in massively vaccinated populations the presence of a single or a few infected animals might not result in virus single or a few infected animals might not result in virus circulation and the infection might either be undetected circulation and the infection might either be undetected or die off naturally or die off naturally
Random surveys with
Random surveys with analysis of the survey analysis of the survey results using classical statistics results using classical statistics 2.
Random surveys with analysis of the survey analysis of the survey results using hyerarchical Bayesian models results using hyerarchical Bayesian models
Random survey

Random survey Random survey
The random survey based approach is the most used The random survey based approach is the most used approach since the years 70 approach since the years 70' 's of the 20 s of the 20 th th century century it provide it provide numeric values numeric values that that per se per se are considered more are considered more objective and more defensible (i.e.: scientific) than any objective and more defensible (i.e.: scientific) than any subjective assessment of the risk of disease being absent subjective assessment of the risk of disease being absent from the population from the population a a quantitative estimation quantitative estimation of the confidence of the infection of the confidence of the infection being absent in the population can be easily calculated being absent in the population can be easily calculated is the approach requiring the is the approach requiring the smallest investment smallest investment in term of in term of resources and veterinary infrastructure resources and veterinary infrastructure Non Non--random surveillance activities (e.g. passive random surveillance activities (e.g. passive surveillance, targeted surveillance, checks on traded surveillance, targeted surveillance, checks on traded animals) were only considered able to provide further animals) were only considered able to provide further non non--quantifiable elements quantifiable elements ancillary ancillary to the results of the to the results of the random survey random survey
The random survey approach is sound when The random survey approach is sound when infection/disease is present with a rather infection/disease is present with a rather high high prevalence prevalence It becomes rapidly insufficient It becomes rapidly insufficient when when prevalence prevalence tends to become lower tends to become lower, in particular if infection , in particular if infection tends to tends to cluster cluster and is not randomly spread in and is not randomly spread in populations, as for instance when mass vaccination populations, as for instance when mass vaccination is employed is employed 
Unvaccinated populations
Random survey Random survey False positive results
This increase in sample size may rapidly lead to a This increase in sample size may rapidly lead to a huge number of samples huge number of samples to be tested [most of the to be tested [most of the tests and procedures used are independent from tests and procedures used are independent from each other and, in the context of independent tests, each other and, in the context of independent tests, the overall sensitivity is the product of the the overall sensitivity is the product of the sensitivities of each procedure applied] sensitivities of each procedure applied]
DETAILED INVESTIGATION IN ALL POSITIVE HERDS DETAILED INVESTIGATION IN ALL POSITIVE HERDS
The overall effect is to The overall effect is to increase the specificity increase the specificity of the of the diagnosis, aiming at as close to 100% specificity as diagnosis, aiming at as close to 100% specificity as possible (This is very good indeed, but possible (This is very good indeed, but … …) )
This increase of the specificity has an inherent This increase of the specificity has an inherent drawback due to a drawback due to a decrease of sensitivity decrease of sensitivity
The decrease of the sensitivity must be compensated The decrease of the sensitivity must be compensated by a corresponding by a corresponding increase in the sample size increase in the sample size single test applied) ☯ ☯ accurate prior information is required on the probability accurate prior information is required on the probability distribution of the prevalence of infection within an infected distribution of the prevalence of infection within an infected herd herd ☯ ☯ t the method is reliable when the he method is reliable when the expected prevalence expected prevalence within infected herds is high within infected herds is high; therefore it is far less ; therefore it is far less effective in analyzing data from vaccinated than from non effective in analyzing data from vaccinated than from non--vaccinated populations vaccinated populations
Random survey Random survey
Clustering of infection
When vaccination is practiced, the infection When vaccination is practiced, the infection tend to cluster between and within herds, tend to cluster between and within herds, with the possible occurrence of endemic foci with the possible occurrence of endemic foci of infection of infection
The way usually followed to overcome this The way usually followed to overcome this problem was to problem was to stratify stratify the random survey to the random survey to include the sub include the sub--population at risk as one of population at risk as one of the strata the strata
Random survey Random survey
Clustering of infection
Survey design and type of stratification Survey design and type of stratification usually adopted: usually adopted: target prevalence of 1% at the level of target prevalence of 1% at the level of epidemiological unit (farm or group of epidemiological unit (farm or group of farms) farms) target prevalence of 10% within the target prevalence of 10% within the epidemiological unit epidemiological unit stratification based on geographical stratification based on geographical criteria criteria when production systems are considered, when production systems are considered, they are usually within a framework of they are usually within a framework of spatial stratification spatial stratification
Random survey Random survey
Clustering of infection
Considering that: Considering that: the number of units within each stratum the number of units within each stratum varies from thousands to hundreds of varies from thousands to hundreds of thousand, and animals are in the millions thousand, and animals are in the millions the infection is not randomly distributed the infection is not randomly distributed among the various strata, but usually one among the various strata, but usually one single production system (and usually a single production system (and usually a marginal one) is involved marginal one) is involved the infection is not randomly distributed the infection is not randomly distributed within the affected subpopulation within the affected subpopulation the odds of detecting the infection through a the odds of detecting the infection through a stratified random survey are poor indeed stratified random survey are poor indeed
ANALYSIS OF THE RELEVANT COMPONENTS OF A RISK TARGETED SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM ANALYSIS OF THE ANALYSIS OF THE RELEVANT COMPONENTS RELEVANT COMPONENTS OF A RISK TARGETED OF A RISK TARGETED SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM Analysis of the relevant components of Analysis of the relevant components of a risk targeted surveillance system a risk targeted surveillance system
In general, the sensitivity of the information In general, the sensitivity of the information collected by collected by non non--random random sources sources is greater than that collected through random is greater than that collected through random surveys surveys is usually poorly exploited in the process of is usually poorly exploited in the process of documenting disease freedom documenting disease freedom The epidemiological characteristics to be identified The epidemiological characteristics to be identified and investigated as possible and investigated as possible risk factors are intrinsic risk factors are intrinsic to each specific environment to each specific environment They should be defined consequent to an They should be defined consequent to an accurate accurate retrospective analysis retrospective analysis of the disease outbreaks of the disease outbreaks actually occurred actually occurred It is historically proven that when this type of It is historically proven that when this type of approach is used in mass vaccinated populations, the approach is used in mass vaccinated populations, the main risk factors emerging is main risk factors emerging is poor vaccination poor vaccination coverage. coverage.
Analysis of all relevant surveillance Analysis of all relevant surveillance components in place components in place
Proper identification of risk factors Proper identification of risk factors
Other possible risk factors may be the size of herds, Other possible risk factors may be the size of herds, animal movements, age structure of herds, economic animal movements, age structure of herds, economic conditions and primary source of subsistence of the conditions and primary source of subsistence of the farmer, production system, intensity of trade and farmer, production system, intensity of trade and source of supply of farm, etc. source of supply of farm, etc.
Risk factors, therefore, Risk factors, therefore, MUST MUST be identified be identified on the on the basis of the local characteristics of both animal basis of the local characteristics of both animal husbandry and other local anthropological, social, husbandry and other local anthropological, social, economical factors economical factors
The identification of risk factors used in planning The identification of risk factors used in planning " "risk risk based surveillance based surveillance" " has to be based on a proper has to be based on a proper application of application of the scientific method the scientific method
It should never rely It should never rely solely solely on on " "theoretical theoretical" " / / " "literature literature" " / / " "expert expert" " sources sources associations detected in the field without any associations detected in the field without any sound biological meaning sound biological meaning Analysis of all relevant surveillance Analysis of all relevant surveillance components in place components in place To provide the information to assess risk in relation to the To provide the information to assess risk in relation to the consequence of the introduction of the infection in the consequence of the introduction of the infection in the population population
To provide part of the information needed to target the To provide part of the information needed to target the " "risk risk based surveillance based surveillance" " properly properly
